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ABSTRACT
Vaccine hesitancy has always been a public health concern, and
anti-vaccine campaigns that proliferate disinformation have gained
traction across the US in the last 25 years. The demographics of re-
sistance are varied, with health, religious, and, increasingly, political
concerns cited as reasons. With the COVID-19 pandemic igniting
the fastest development of vaccines to date, mis- and disinformation
about them have become inflammatory, with campaigning allegedly
including racial targeting. Through a primarily qualitative inves-
tigation, this study inductively examines a large online vaccine
discussion space that invokes references to the unethical Tuskegee
Syphilis Study to understand how tactics of racial targeting of Black
Americans might appear publicly. We find that such targeting is
entangled with a genuine discussion about medical racism and vac-
cine hesitancy. Across 12 distinct voices that address race, medical
racism, and vaccines, we discuss how mis- and disinformation sit
alongside accurate information in a “polyvocal” space.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For as long as there have been vaccines, there has been vaccine
hesitancy. Even in the early 1800s, objectors listed religious beliefs,
distrust in medicine, and a belief that vaccination violated personal
liberty as reasons for refusing vaccination, which eventually re-
sulted in the founding of the Anti Vaccination Society of America
in 1879.

In the 1900s, mass deployment of vaccines became routine with
protection against diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus. The polio
vaccine was approved in 1955, but only 0.6% of U.S. teens were
immunized in 1956 despite the damage the disease had wrought.
However, six months after Elvis Presley received his vaccine live
on The Ed Sullivan Show, youth vaccination rates rose to 80%. Her-
shfield and Brody [38] explain that Presley’s public vaccination
contained three crucial elements for behavioral change: it exerted
1) social influence to 2) establish a social norm with a 3) vivid exam-
ple. The collective efforts of Teens Against Polio, which produced
pamphlets and staged events like “Salk Hops” (named after Jonas
Salk), also helped to change vaccine perception. Today, social media
platforms are rich with social influence, but influence exists to both
resist and comply with vaccine initiatives. As we will show, anti-
vaccine efforts are highly organized and targeted, with numerous
root causes of sub-optimal vaccination, including access, physical
fear, as well as distrust of government, science, and the pharmaceu-
tical industry [60, 79]. Annual influenza vaccine compliance shows
that there is still work to do. In the U.S., only 48% of adults and 64%
of children were vaccinated in 2019-2020, despite wide availability
[10].

The COVID-19 pandemic that began in early 2020 and continues
at the time of this writing heralded the fastest development and
deployment of vaccine innovation. By December 2020, multiple labs
worldwide had a viable product. In the U.S., under emergency use
authorization (EUA), the distribution of vaccines began in January
2021. However, after an initial surge in demand that supported the
institution of mass vaccination clinics around the country, interest
in the vaccine soon waned. Despite widespread availability, only
53% of eligible US Americans were fully vaccinated in early Sep-
tember 2021 [61]. In April 2020, epidemiologists initially estimated
that 70% of a population would need immunity to quiet viral spread
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[24]. Without it, variants emerge, as we are now seeing with the
highly contagious delta and omicron variants at the time of this
writing.

1.1 Racial Differences and Concerns
In a November 2020 survey, Funk and Tyson [30] showed that while
83% of Asian-Americans, 63% of Latinx, and 61% of White people
indicated an intent to take a COVID-19 vaccine, only 42% of Black
Americans expressed a desire to be vaccinated. The reasons for
vaccine refusal or hesitancy are more complex than for other racial
groups who have political or personal health ideologies that do not
include concerns about racial injustice. For people of color, histori-
cal and ongoing racism in relation to healthcare is cited as a reason
for their concern. By March 2021, in a follow-up survey, Johnson
and Funk [43] showed that 61% of Black Americans reported that
they would definitely or probably get a COVID-19 vaccine com-
pared with 69% of White adults, 70% of Latinx adults, and 91% of
Asian-American adults; it also showed that Black adults expressed
heightened concern about COVID-19 and lower trust in vaccine
research and development.

A popular blog post [85] in the second Spring of the pandemic
debunked the narrative that Black Americans are dubious of vac-
cines because of conspiracy theories and instead pointed to a long
history of medical racism, including the well-known cases of Hen-
rietta Lacks and the Tuskegee Syphilis Study. It does not help that
distrust in the healthcare system is accompanied by multiple bar-
riers to access, barriers felt at an institutional level as much as an
individual one. Concerted efforts are needed in vulnerable com-
munities to cultivate high-profile vaccination champions, such as
opinion leaders, faith groups, and political and civic leaders [31].

1.2 Research Objective
However, there is reason to fear that even more problems are afoot:
what happens when those who fear or doubt vaccines out of mis-
trust of government, political party, or scientific authority see a new
frontier to evangelize to those who are legitimately fearful of med-
ical racism? Prompted by evidence of anti-vaccine organizations
having a physical presence during the Black Lives Matter protests
that occurred during the pandemic [5, 42], our early examination of
social media discourse about vaccine distrust among people of color
suggested that there were similar online efforts to purposefully ex-
ploit fears of medical racism. One reference made with frequency
was the Tuskegee Syphilis Study in combination with discussion of
COVID-19 vaccines. This research aims to understand how those
who are concerned about medical racism speak about vaccine com-
pliance concerns in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic, whether
disinformation activity that exploits medical racism is happening,
and to what extent spaces that are traditionally the province of
Black Twitter [6, 15, 29, 45] are infiltrated by people with intent to
disrupt.

To these ends, we examined a discussion space on Twitter that
we discovered to have surprisingly high activity—a space created
by the combined invocation of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study and
vaccinations—to understand how vaccine trust and medical racism
are argued. It is important to appreciate that vaccines were not
a part of the Tuskegee Study, meaning that this co-occurrence of

terms—which increases dramatically during the pandemic—is a
signal of new social behavior. Who participates in this space? What
do they aim to do with their postings?

We discover a “polyvocality” of voices [2] writing about the rela-
tionship between medical racism and vaccine compliance. We hear
reasoned, nuanced, and pained voices, and learn that some vaccine
hesitancy cannot be simply converted with persuasive messaging.
We learn that some voices make connections between race and vac-
cines in ways that are unsubtle and ugly. Some messages seem to
fall unquestionably into the broad category of disinformation—that
is, deliberate falsehoods designed to mislead. But other messages,
while not technically accurate, are reasoned on well-grounded his-
torical suspicion. Thus, they deserve to be understood as something
other than “disinformation” and conspiratorial pathology [41]. We
seek to illuminate the organization of the ideas voiced in this space
so that we might clarify what comprises “disinformation,” “mis-
information,” and how they come to co-create a single discursive
space.

2 ANTI-VACCINE CAMPAIGNING
2.1 Pre-existing ties between anti-vaccine

sentiments and medical racism
No more than 10% of people have strong anti-vaccine convictions,
but a far more significant proportion could be categorized as being
“hesitant” [49, 50]. Dubé et al. [25] model vaccine hesitancy as an
individual behavior influenced by a range of factors and is also the
result of the historical, political, and socio-cultural contexts. Risk
perception is linked with trust in health professionals, government,
public health institutions, and the interplay between these entities
[25]. Vaccination has also become a source of fear and a target
for misinformation [55], with a great deal shared online [18]. In
addition, as Freelon et al. [29] demonstrate, in the American context,
race is a key vulnerability ripe for exploitation by disinformation
purveyors.

The most recent wave of the modern anti-vaccine movement
was ignited by the publication of the since-retracted 1998Wakefield
paper [56]. Since becoming convinced of a link between mercury
and autism in 2005, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has been a key figure
among a lengthy roster of anti-vaccine activists due to his soci-
etal and political clout. Eventually, anti-vaccine efforts shifted to
targeted advocacy of racial and religious minority communities
[37, 69]; Kennedy has repeatedly invoked the Holocaust [86] and
the Tuskegee Syphilis Study [44]. Kennedy and his organization,
the Children’s Health Defense, have had tremendous influence on-
line. He is included in what the Center for Countering Digital Hate
dubbed the “dirty dozen,” a group of anti-vaccine activists responsi-
ble for two-thirds of the anti-vaccine content circulating on social
media platforms [12].

In addition, Children’s Health Defense was one of two buyers
accounting for 54% of anti-vaccine advertising content on Facebook
[42]. The anti-vaccine movement still represents a small portion of
the population, but, in some places, aided by the amplifying power
of social media, it has gained prominence out of proportion to its
size [78]. These efforts have been successful in converting what
Introne et al. [40] call "false narratives” in anti-vaccine discourse
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that graduate to “pseudoknowledge” status through “unconven-
tional epistemic strategies”—the making of unexpected and new
connections or logics between topics.

2.2 Information Disorder and its Impact on
COVID-19 Vaccine Disinformation

On speaking of the sociology of rumor, Shibutani [71] wrote that
“what makes decisions in such unsettled times so important is that
crises are the crucibles out of which many innovations emerge.”
Much health-related misinformation is driven by collective sense-
making online, whereby people anxiously pursue knowledge to
fill in gaps either with accurate information or, worrisomely, false
rumors, which are readily available online [72]. Gui et al. [35] found
that during the Zika epidemic, people dealt with uncertainty and
ambiguity by seeking information as local to sources as possible to
minimize risk. Valecha et al. [81] showed how social media users,
also in the context of the Zika crisis, shared fake news of both
threatening and protection tweets to relieve anxiety and regain
control.

Studies suggest that misinformation can spread on social media
more quickly than accurate information, spurred by users who
engage with it through likes, shares, and replies [7, 34, 82]. Social
media has the ability to increase accessibility and access to health
information, but those benefits are subject to information quality,
particularly for populations that may lack the requisite health and
media literacy skills to evaluate the encountered information [14].

Fictitious information emerges from both the direct production
of disinformation as well as information overload. Modern science
generates a multitude of highly specialized, fragmented, tempo-
rary, and often contradictory results, especially in the biomedical
field [64]. The excessive amount of available scientific data means
that even contradictory and ill-formed opinions can be supported
by scientific argument. Peretti-Watel et al. [64] argue that this
“balkanization of knowledge” is reinforced by new ICT where each
modern controversy has its own experts.

In the act of collective sensemaking in online spaces, users are
exposed to a variety of information sources. Lewandowsky et al.
[52] outline a set of features with which people evaluate the truth
value of information, which include logical compatibility of the
information with other facts and beliefs, the plausibility and co-
herence of a story, an evaluation of a source’s credibility, and the
social consensus. Repetition effects may create a perceived social
consensus even when none exists, and social-consensus informa-
tion is particularly powerful when it pertains to one’s reference
group. The underlying design of social media platforms lends it-
self to repetition and, therefore, frequently, a false sense of social
consensus, which may solidify belief in fictitious information.

In the last decade, considerable scholarship has been contributed
to the areas of online rumor and mis- and disinformation (e.g.,
[53, 58, 59, 75, 76]), false news [48, 82], and conspiracies (e.g., [19,
68, 74]). Automatic detection and classification through natural
language processing and data mining techniques have been the
focus of much of this work (e.g., [9, 22, 63, 65, 70, 88–90]). However,
a lesson from the study presented by this research paper on a public
health issue in the context of the coronavirus pandemic shows that

there are subtleties in information disordering that are beyond
detection of many such solutions.

The coronavirus pandemic has seen a marked rise in medical
disinformation across social media. Assertions include that COVID-
19 is a hoax, that SARS-CoV-2 was deliberately manufactured as a
bioweapon, and that “big” pharmaceutical companies orchestrated
the pandemic. An estimated 30% of some populations subscribe to a
COVID-19 medico-scientific conspiracy narrative, with detrimental
impacts for themselves and others [33]. Some of the current claims
appear as extensions of the 1980s Soviet disinformation campaign
entitled Operation INFEKTION.

Although most content originates in groups with genuine anti-
vaccine beliefs, Broniatowski et al. [7] discovered that social media
trolls affiliatedwith a Russian intelligence service, Internet Research
Agency (IRA), spread vaccine content with the apparent intent of
sowing discord around a polarizing and divisive issue in the U.S.
Interestingly, the actors did not just share misinformation. Instead,
they propagated messages both against and for, thereby increasing
the scale of the debate [2, 7, 15]. Walter et al. [83] demonstrate how
IRA accounts discussed vaccines to sow discord and credibly flesh
out their “American” personalities. They argue that even if small
in magnitude, the intentional IRA spread of anti-vaccine thought
targeted at specific subpopulations could be the beginning of a new
front in the ongoing informational cyberwar [83].

Collins-Dexter [16] conducted multi-sited digital ethnography to
track how conspiracies and disinformation spread in Black commu-
nities. Some of the misinformation appeared to be targeted directly
by outsiders, while some had grown organically within specific
Black communities. Wardle [84] explains that “as people have clam-
ored for simple explanations to make sense of the pandemic, dis-
parate fringe groups have allied into united blocs. Members of
QAnon, anti-vaxxers, New Age communities, and Second Amend-
ment enthusiasts are coming together in social media groups” [84].
Regardless of authenticity, these online conversation spaces, where
people source information to make vaccine decisions, are awash
with misinformation.

2.3 Medical Racism and Anti-Vaccine
Campaigning

TheCOVID-19 vaccines provided a new opportunity for anti-vaccine
targeting. In March 2021, a division of Children’s Health Defense,
CHDFilms, produced the anti-vaccine documentaryMedical Racism:
The New Apartheid. The film juxtaposes real examples of medical
racism with vaccine misinformation and COVID-19 conspiracy the-
ories to push their agenda in marginalized communities of color.
For the release, CHD’s marketing materials co-opted the feminist
slogan related to the rights of bodily autonomy with respect to
abortion, “My Body, My Choice” [13].

The anti-vaccine movement frequently appropriates language
from racial, social, and health justice movements. In July 2021, Uché
Blackstock, a prominent doctor who has served as a vital source of
COVID-19 information and who appeared in our data collection,
tweeted about her experience discovering anti-vaccine activists
handing out propaganda at the African Arts Festival in Brooklyn,
NY, writing:
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I was horrified yesterday to see supporters from RFK
Jr.’s Children’s Health Defense distributing anti-vaxx
propaganda disguised as “Medical Racism” flyers at
the African Arts Festival in Brooklyn, one of the old-
est and largest gathering of Black Brooklynites. With
my children in tow, I approached both individuals, a
white man and woman, standing in separate locations. I
told them I knew their organization and that they were
causing harm to Black communities by being there. . . I
felt enraged that these two individuals were at this sa-
cred gathering that I’ve attended since I was a little girl,
disseminating misinformation to my family.

The anti-vaccine movement also hijacks historical events to push
its agenda. During the pandemic, anti-vaccine activists wore “No
Vaccination” yellow Star of David patches to symbolize their belief
that the COVID-19 vaccination efforts are similar to the medical
experimentation conducted in the Nazi concentration camps [51].
However, the most dominant narrative put forth as a call to arms
was comparing the COVID-19 vaccine trials and subsequent vacci-
nation efforts to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study.

3 THE TUSKEGEE SYPHILIS STUDY
In 1932, the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) collaborated with
the Tuskegee Institute to study the natural course of syphilis. The
Tuskegee Syphilis Study initially involved 600 Black men (399 men
with syphilis and 201 men who did not have the disease). Partic-
ipants were told they were being treated for “bad blood,” a term
used to describe several ailments, including syphilis, anemia, and
fatigue. Importantly, researchers did not collect informed consent.
By 1943, penicillin became the widely available treatment of choice
for syphilis, but the participants in the study were not offered it.

In 1972, the Associated Press reported on the study leading the
Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs to appoint an
advisory panel that concluded the study was “ethically unjustified.”
The study ended later that year. Soon after, the USPHS extended all
necessary medical care to the study survivors. During 1973-1975,
the participants received an out-of-court settlement from a class-
action lawsuit and an extension of benefits to their wives, widows,
and children. In 1995, the program was expanded to include health
and medical benefits. On May 16, 1997, President Bill Clinton issued
a formal Presidential Apology for the study [11].

The research implications that followed the review of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study include the 1974 National Research Act and the Na-
tional Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomed-
ical and Behavioral Research, which paved the way for voluntary
informed consent, Institutional Review Boards, and the 1979 Bel-
mont Report [11].

It is important to note that the misrepresentation of the events
of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study is a frequent occurrence and mean-
ingful in our data collection. As we will show, an overwhelming
majority of vaccine distrustful social media posters mistakenly
refer to the events of the study as the participants having been
given syphilis and sometimes, more specifically, through the use
of vaccines—so much so that it has become a false narrative that
nevertheless sounds plausible [40]. The atrocity of Tuskegee was in

denying care when penicillin became available early in the study’s
lifespan; no participants were given syphilis.

4 METHODS
On January 30, 2020, the World Health Organization issued a Pub-
lic Health Emergency of International Concern [87]. On January
31, 2020, US Health and Human Services declared a public health
emergency to aid the nation’s healthcare community in responding
to the 2019 novel coronavirus [21]. Our data collection is orga-
nized around February 1, 2020, as the transition from pre-pandemic
(before February 1, 2020) to peri-pandemic (February 1, 2020 to
May 31, 2021—for the purposes of this study, though the pandemic
continues).

As we further explain, we retroactively extended the data collec-
tion period from January 1, 2018, to provide two full years of Twitter
data that pertained to the tuskegee+vaccination conversation space
prior to the novel coronavirus threat.

4.1 Twitter Data Collection
We approached the collection and subsequent analysis of Twitter
data with two goals in mind [77]; the primary goal was to enable
a qualitative inductive thematic analysis [20] of vaccine discourse
and their speakers. The second was to build network graphs to
visualize the interaction of those voices. The criteria for the data
collection from Twitter and post-processing filtering steps were
the same for both these forms of analysis, with the network graph
work requiring additional data pulls. We also shortened the time
periods to allow direct and equal visual comparison of tweet volume
(Figure 1). Data collection required using two Twitter APIs: the filter
(streaming) API and the academic API, which provides researchers
limited access to Twitter’s history. Using both APIs to optimize
collection as we developed the search method during preliminary
analysis, we collected tweets, retweets, and quote tweets on the
term “tuskegee” and its misspellings: “tuskagee,” “tuskeegee,” or
“tuskeygee.” Next, we searched for the occurrence of “vax” or “vacc”
in the text to perform a vaccine-related stem search within the
Tuskegee tweet set. (This effectively removed references to the city
of Tuskegee or Tuskegee University; remaining references were
manually separated.)

4.1.1 Dataset for Qualitative Coding and Analysis. After filtering
the dataset to contain tweets (including retweets and quote tweets)
from accounts that made at least one authored tweet —what we call
“an original tweet,” 17,442 tweets remained. The dataset was then di-
vided into two temporal periods: pre-pandemic and peri-pandemic.
Pre-pandemic accounts are a category of those that posted at least
one tweet in each pre-pandemic and peri-pandemic phase. We
wanted to attempt to study cross-period changes but recognized
that we had fewer overall accounts to study. Peri-pandemic accounts
did not exist in this discussion space in the pre-pandemic period,
but there were many accounts in the long tail of the pandemic
period (11,387 accounts). Therefore, after empirical inspection, we
set a threshold for including accounts with a minimum of four
tweets (with at least one original tweet), creating a large sample
of accounts with enough content for a monologue that enabled
ambitious but thorough qualitative coding.
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Figure 1: Temporal Description of our data collection

After removing news media accounts, 538 accounts matched
these criteria—149 pre-pandemic and 389 peri-pandemic. Together
they produced a total of 3,025 tweets that matched the search terms.
When we did a final check on the account list on June 1, 2021, we
found 41 accounts that had originally matched the selection criteria
fell below the tweet count threshold during the peri-pandemic pe-
riod. We hypothesize that the change was due to accounts deleting
tweets or the suspension/deletion of accounts that they retweeted.
These 41 accounts remain in the dataset as they matched the crite-
ria at the time of the ongoing data collection and analysis. We can
further report that as of August 2021, 5% of accounts identified in
May were either deleted, suspended, or protected, meaning all of
their tweets are now inaccessible.

4.1.2 Dataset for Network Graph Analysis. To construct the account
mentions network graphs, we collected all of the tweets—the full
contextual streams [46, 62] posted by the 538 accounts, even those
tweets that did not include Tuskegee and vaccine search terms. In
other words, through this approach, we can discover who speaks
to or about whom among the accounts under study, even on other
topics. The Academic API permitted full contextual stream requests
for 499 of the 538 accounts, meaning that 39 accounts under study
had a change in status. We collected full contextual stream data
between October 1, 2018 and May 31, 2021 to have equivalent pre-
and peri- time periods of 16 months (Figure 1), yielding a total
of 19M tweets. For each of these accounts, we searched their entire
contextual stream for mentions of any of the other accounts in the
dataset. We then constructed a network in which nodes represent
accounts and edges represent a mention of another account that
connects the nodes. Note that a retweet involves mentioning the
original author, as does a manually specified mention. The number
of times an account mentions another account weights the edge.

4.2 Qualitatively Coding the Data
The research team read through the data until we knew whether
to make tweets or accounts the unit of analysis to be coded and
analyzed. This deep familiarization with the data revealed a range
of vaccine narratives with respect to medical racism. For this reason,
we decided to analyze the data at the level of account. A coding
scheme emerged inductively over many passes of the data [20],
examining the monologues of accounts [3, 4]. There were features
that expressed vaccine support and distrust. In addition, we found
that some speakers wrote from a publicly declared position of iden-
tity that included political, racial, and religious features. They used

language, hashtags, slogans, bio content, and images in consis-
tent ways across the tweets that pertained to the discussion and
their “contextual streams”—that is, across the whole of their avail-
able tweet histories. We coded for those declared identities as they
emerged and, in the end, found that some political identities and
some racial identities were regularly invoked.

It is important to note that once we understood that someone
identified as “politically conservative,” for example, it did not ne-
cessitate an equivalent category of “politically liberal” unless that
public identification regularly appeared in the set. In other words,
we only marked what the participants themselves made plain and
was an explicit aspect of their positionality. As another example,
we cannot report the overall racial composition of the population
under study, even though we do discuss the expressed positionality
of race.

After these matters were settled through close reading, inspec-
tion, and reflection, only then did we set out to “qualitatively code”
in the classic sense of reducing data to further analytically treat.
Two of the researchers coded the content, conducting multiple
passes and checks until there was high agreement. In addition to
the collected dataset, coders referenced the most recent (3000-5000)
tweets containing “vacc” or “vax” for each account as of June 30,
2021, to capture any detectable change in vaccine sentiment. The
two coders randomly sampled three sets of 20 accounts to check
inter-rater reliability (IRR). The Cohen’s Kappa scores calculated for
the individual coding labels between coders ranged from 0.92-1.0.
There was one outlier label (politically conservative) that had a
Cohen’s Kappa of 0.71. After further discussion between coders to
align on identifying politically conservative content, the inter-rater
reliability improved. The coders did a full first-pass on half the
sets independently except for those deemed edge cases. Some posts
contain images, capitalization, emojis, and punctuation that alter
the intended tone or emphasis. During the peri-pandemic period,
in particular, many of the tweets contained embedded URLs with
preview text and images but no original content. All “challenging”
or “edge case” accounts were marked and discussed to ensure the
highest agreement between coders.

Even with high reliability between coders, for a final confirma-
tion of codes, one researcher with a great deal of experience with
social media-based vaccine discourse did a full pass check of all
coding to ensure consistency, focusing on the most challenging
cases. During the final pass, accounts were labeled as “suspicious”
if they participated in repetitive tweeting or only tweeted the same
content, showed a high degree of overlap between friends and fol-
lowers, had no-to-low follower counts, or their output suggested
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Figure 2: Frequency of tweets and retweets with terms containing Tuskegee and vaccine terms (including abbreviations, plural
forms, verb forms, and misspellings) January 1, 2018-May 31, 2021 for a total of 38,873.

a high degree of “bottiness.” In our collection of 538 accounts, 45
were coded as suspicious (8.4% of accounts), and 41 accounts were
suspended, deleted, or temporarily restricted (7.6% of accounts)
over the course of our analysis.

4.3 Analysis of Qualitatively Coded Data
For the analytical phase of the research, we assembled the coded
accounts into in-kind groupings resulting in 15 groups. We returned
to the account tweet streams to find similarities and dissimilarities
in the group narratives. When in combination, the codes—emergent
from the ways the accounts expressed themselves—usually resolved
to a mostly unified voice. This analysis resolved to 12 composite
vaccine narrative voices, which are described at length as the main
contribution of this paper in section 5.2.

4.4 Researcher Positionality
While some authors have intersectional identities, none identify as
Black. The descriptive analysis was completed with great care to
represent the participants—and the resulting “voice” constructs—as
justly as possible.

4.5 Treatment of Data and Participants
The authors respect the privacy of individuals who may not under-
stand that their content is public, persistent, or open to study. In
keeping with best research practices concerning social media data
[27], this paper anonymizes most account names except those of
high-profile, public people who appear in other mass media fora
and include politicians, scientists, and newspaper and blog authors.
We summarize tweet content, except when using a high-profile ac-
count’s exact words to respect the message. We avoid using gender
pronouns when it is not relevant in anonymized reporting.

5 FINDINGS
5.1 Frequencies of Data Across Pre- and Peri

Pandemic Periods
Figure 2 shows the frequency of tweets and retweets of posts con-
taining “tuskegee” and all verb, plural, and colloquial forms of
“vaccine,” along with common misspellings of both. Recall that Feb-
ruary 1, 2020, is the start of the “peri-pandemic period.” Note how
the frequency is low until April 2020, when the volume increases
overall. In the pre-pandemic period of January 1, 2018 to January 31,
2020, there were 1320 total tweets and retweets in this discussion
space—low, but still a persistent place for exchanges about vaccines
and both genuine and disingenuous concerns for Black Americans.
But in April 2020, we see an increase in volume sustained through
to the end of the data collection period, marking a change in the
interest in this topic.

This discussion space is heavily influenced by the narratives
in the mainstream media, which appear as corresponding spikes
in the frequency distribution in Figure 2, which we summarize
here. In June 2020, the narrative focused on the need for more Black
Americans to participate in the clinical trials. In November 2020, this
discussion space responded to Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley’s
tweet, which emphasized the importance of Black Lives Matter,
meaning that the vaccines need to address the health disparities,
access and distribution, and fears in the Black community. In early
December, the Biden administration announced Marcella Nunez-
Smith, a co-chair of President Biden’s COVID-19 advisory board,
would lead a newWhite House task force dedicated to health equity.

In mid-December, the Emergency Use Authorizations for both
the Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna vaccines were approved by the
FDA, and Sandra Lindsay, a nurse in New York, received the first
publicly available COVID-19 vaccine. Shortly thereafter, a series
of articles focused on descendants of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study
participants expressing their support for the vaccine, Black doctors
sharing pro-vaccine messaging, and profiles on the Black American
designer of one of the COVID-19 vaccines, Kizzmekia Corbett. In
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Table 1: Voices 1-12 with their corresponding label and color assignments that tabulate the number of sampled accounts in
the pre- and peri-pandemic time periods.

Sampled User Counts
Suspicious

Voice Pre Peri Pre Peri Total
1 Vaccine distrustful speakers who invoke political conservatism 32 36 3 6 77
2 Vaccine distrustful speakers who do not offer strong positions of identity 13 23 3 13 52
3 Pro-Vaccine speakers who do not offer strong positions of identity 17 38 0 2 57
4 Pro-vaccine, Black-presenting speakers
5 Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakers 16 95 0 0 111

6 Vaccine distrustful, Black presenting speakers who make
lineage/reparations connections 28 52 2 7 89

7 Pro-vaccine, Black-presenting speakers who make
lineage/reparations connections 8 28 0 2 38

8 Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakers with Nation of Islam affiliations 1 0 0 0 1
9 Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakers who are politically conservative 4 16 0 0 20

10 Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakers who also identify as politically
conservative and make lineage/reparations connections 0 4 0 1 5

11 Vaccine distrust to pro-vaccine 0 2 0 0 2
12 Mixed content 8 18 0 1 27

Total 132 320 8 37 497

February 2021, a series of mainstream media pieces focused on the
distrust in the Black community and its ties to the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study. These articles created a surge in the discussion, with some
accounts sharing validation in feelings of distrust, while others
responded to the articles with messages emphasizing the crucial
differences between the Tuskegee Syphilis Study and COVID-19
vaccines.

One month later, in March 2021, NPR ran an article focused on
the importance of recognizing current medical racism as a source of
distrust rather than leaning on historical examples like the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study. The final spike is a product of the amplification of a
Breitbart article focused on President Biden mistakenly referring to
the Tuskegee Airmen (instead of the participants of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study) as a source of distrust about the COVID-19 vaccine.
The retweet activity around the Breitbart article is primarily driven
by the politically conservative, vaccine distrust accounts.

5.2 Polyvocality in Contentious Vaccine Spaces
that Engage with Medical Racism

Our analysis of the 538 speakers resulted in 12 distinct “voices” (Ta-
ble 1) that speak to vaccines in the light of medical racism. During
the study, 41 accounts were either suspended or deleted resulting
in the 497 total users listed in Table 1. We begin by discussing the
voices present in the pre-pandemic period and describe the addition
of new voices and amplification of existing ones as the pandemic
begins and ensues.

Figure 3 depicts the relative volume between pre- and peri-
pandemic periods for each voice and in relation to other voices
in the same period. We discuss each voice in detail in this sec-
tion. As a high-level summary, the voice that dominated the pre-
pandemic period is a vaccine distrust voice that also identifies as
politically conservative. In the peri-pandemic period, it drops in
proportion to other voices that rise. These include the top two

Black-presenting voices that surge, one of which is vaccine dis-
trustful and the other vaccine trustful. Despite the valiant efforts
of the pro-vaccine voices in our collection to correct the vaccine
misinformation in this conversation space, the volume of vaccine
distrust tweets was 1.5x greater than pro-vaccine tweets in the
peri-pandemic period. This observation is consistent with reports
of how effective crowd-correction of misinformation is [76].

The pandemic changed the proportions of some features of the
participation in this space, with both vaccine distrustful and sup-
porting voices still present but, as we discovered, debating using
different arguments than the vaccine distrustful politically conser-
vative voice that drove a lot of the pre-pandemic discussion. In
the material that follows, we discuss these and other voices exten-
sively. All are combining vaccines and medical racism in some way.
Some speak authoritatively, while others’ credibility is questionable.
Some carry messages that are direct and operating on simple argu-
ments. Others invoke reasonings based on long, multi-generational
histories and racial, religious, and political identities. Still others
attempt to deepen the reasoning for what medical racism means
in denying a large population the vaccine through disinformation
and fearmongering.

In the pre-pandemic period, the most dominant voice is a vaccine
distrustful voice that argues from a politically conservative position.
We begin with this voice because it set the stage for what the
discussion space was initially oriented around. In this particular
voice in the pre-pandemic period, there are no accounts that publicly
identify as Black.

5.2.1 Voices that Dominated the Pre-Pandemic Period and Persist
into the Peri-Pandemic Period.
VOICE 1: Vaccine distrustful speakers who invoke political
conservatism. In the pre-pandemic period, vocal anti-vaccine ac-
tivists referenced the Tuskegee Syphilis Study as a reason to pre-
vent the pharmaceutical and medical industries from dictating what
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Figure 3: Tweet Volume by Sampled Accounts in the Pre- and Peri-Pandemic Periods. Data are not displayed on the same chart
as the sampling strategies were necessarily different for each.
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Figure 4: A sample of semi-anonymized (re)tweets from an account coded as Vaccine distrust and politically conservative that
juxtaposes “concern” for Black Americans regarding the COVID-19 vaccine while also using the #AllLivesMatter hashtag (see
text) as well as GIFs that would be described as digital blackface [32].

is injected into people. These accounts also deliberately use the
concept of “safe vaccines” to distance themselves from the term
“anti-vaccine.” Note that the accounting of Tuskegee erroneously
claims that syphilis was delivered to the men enrolled in the study
through vaccines.

The messaging invoked similar arguments during the pandemic
but narrowed the scope of attention to the COVID-19 vaccines on
the horizon. As illustrations of the kind of language employed by
these accounts, in June 2020, when there was national interest in
the wake of Black Lives Matter protests to make sure that people of
color were included in public health safety, accounts in this voice
claimed that the government was “pushing people to the front of the
line” for an “untested vaccine” while employing the #NoMandates
hashtag to resist any perception of government control.

One account’s tweet monologue succinctly captures the senti-
ment of andmixedmessaging used by this voice. Before this account
appeared in our vaccine collection, it replied to a right-wing political
commentator with a GIF that could be described as acting in digital
blackface [32], which refers to white people using GIFs, memes,
emoji, and other images of Black people to express various emo-
tional reactions online. Then in December 2020, this same account
called for Angie Stanton-King and Candace Owens—politically
prominent, conservative Black women—to ask the Black commu-
nity to “say no” to “Biden’s vaccines” while also employing the
curious mix of #RememberTuskegee, #TuskegeeMassacre, as well
as #AllLivesMatter hashtags—the last of which is an explicit form
of resistance to the Black Lives Matter movement for racial justice.
Here we see concern seemingly expressed about Black Americans
but followed by a display of digital blackface. Some months later,
this account then calls for investigations of violence into Black Lives
Matter protests—protests that were overwhelmingly peaceful [1].
The bio for this account self-identifies as a naturalized US citizen
and references their Christian faith and military ties (Figure 4).

This extended illustration powerfully captures this voice. It begs
the question:What is the point of invoking Tuskegee? For this voice,
the reasons could be entangled and include exploiting existing real
fear in medical racism, invoking conspiratorial fear of government,
and/or making a political party statement of some kind (“Biden’s
vaccines”). Under the apparent guise of concern for the long-term

effects of vaccines, this voice exploits the legacy of pain caused by
the Tuskegee Study to ends that seem to be about the control of
people of color.
VOICE2. Vaccine distrustful speakerswhodonot offer strong
positions of identity. The majority of the highly vocal vaccine
distrust accounts existed in this conversation space prior to and
continued through the pandemic. They do not argue from strong
political, religious, or racial identities. One prominent account,
Erin Elizabeth (@unhealthytruth), is another member of the “dirty
dozen,” a group that is responsible for two-thirds of anti-vaccine
content on social media platforms [12]. Pre-pandemic, she tweets
about a CDC coverup of Black males being injured by vaccines—
“Just remind him of the Tuskegee experiment in which people were
given an STD under the guise of a vaccine. . . ” This behavior contin-
ues through the pandemic with respect to the COVID-19 vaccines.
In May 2021, when a Black molecular biologist who debunks anti-
vaccine misinformation on YouTube and social media questioned
Elizabeth, she responded with overt racism:

“I’m still not sure how you got that PhD. But I have
some ideas. Listing adjuvants in a vaccine isn’t lying.
I learned that in college where I attended with-
out any programs or assistance whatsoever. Have
a great day.”

She then adds:
“I will still defend my community and I will still edu-
cate those here who want to learn every day about the
Tuskeegee experiment. I’ve already done inner-city
outreach programs for 25+ years and now have peo-
ple in every city to educate people on vaccines. We are
getting stronger.”

In the pre-pandemic period, another prominent vaccine distrust
account, @avoiceforchoice, tweeted about a connection between
vaccines and female sterilization and the Tuskegee Experiment
while using #PopulationControl, #Eugenics, #Tuskegee, #Vacci-
nesKill, #VaccineInjuryIsReal, #Homeless, #HumanExperimenta-
tion, #InformedConsent, and #HumanRights hashtags. The account
notably tweets about similar issues again by tagging both the CDC
and Tuskegee University. Then, during the peri-pandemic period,
the account refers to the COVID-19 vaccine as “Tuskegee 2.0.” The
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account also distributed the highly amplified tweet from Candace
Owens, who, in response to the NBC News article headline that
read “A COVID-19 vaccine will only work if trials include Black
participants. . . ,” continues to perpetuate factually false associations:

“Remember the 40 year Tuskegee Experiment when our
government pretended to give Black people a “vaccine”—
but actually gave them syphillis?”

There are also accounts in this voice that amalgamate legitimate
and conspiratorial government events to undermine the safety of
COVID-19 vaccines. For example, one user criticized former Presi-
dent Trump’s “big pharmaceutical vaccines” and asked readers to
“Remember Tuskegee.” This account also referenced conspiratorial
terms and ideas, including “mass vaccination,” a question about Bill
Gates’ activity in India, Jeffrey Epstein, September 11, Benghazi, an
MI6 campaign to “vaccinate Africa against sickle cell in the 1970s”
which led to AIDS, and more.

Voice 2, like Voice 1, expresses concern that is vague at best and
racist at worst. Though similar to Voice 1, the arguments of Voice
2 tend to be more haphazard because they are not spoken from a
particular position.
VOICE 3. Pro-Vaccine speakers who do not offer strong po-
sitions of identity. The pro-vaccine voice that does not obviously
implicate their own political, racial, religious, or other identities
speaks in support of vaccines and dispels misinformation about
the details of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study. It is a clear voice with
clear aims. It is heavily supported by medical, scientific, and legal
experts who have worked diligently to dismantle anti-vaccine mis-
and disinformation. In November 2018, Dorit Reiss (@doritmi), a
professor of law, was engaged in a lengthy conversation with anti-
vaccine activists about misrepresenting the details of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study (that vaccines did not deliver syphilis). This theme
continues in her tweets in the peri-pandemic period. She argues
that a lack of access to vaccines for Black Americans is more akin
to Tuskegee than the vaccine availability that anti-vaxxers argue
vehemently against.

In both the pre- and peri-pandemic periods, another promi-
nent vaccine scientist and pediatrician who specializes in global
health, Peter Hotez (@PeterHotez), called out the habitual racial
and ethnic targeting of anti-vaccine tactics. These include mock-
ing the Holocaust, invoking Tuskegee, questioning the motives
of Asian American and Pacific Islander legislators who promote
pro-vaccine legislation, and singling out Orthodox Jews in a recent
New York measles outbreak. Another prominent medical voice,
David Gorski (@gorskon), drew similar comparisons between anti-
vaccine activists co-opting the Black Lives Matter movement for
their anti-vaccine propaganda by claiming that vaccines harm
African-American children more than white children, and by liken-
ing vaccines to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study as a way to appeal to
the understandable distrust people of color have of doctors (June
2020). In March 2021, Gorski highlights that older white male anti-
vaxxers play the "white savior" role, trying to "save" minorities from
what they view as "vaccine injury." He points out that anti-vaccine
activists even go so far as to portray their movement as the "new
civil rights movement."

One could argue that this and other pro-vaccine voices exist in
response to the vaccine distrust voices. While pro- and anti-vaccine

sentiments have existed for as long as vaccines, the transition of
the idea of vaccines from being a decision about health to a matter
of identity speaks to Reich’s [66] findings that vaccine distrust is
rooted in a lack of trust in decision-makers and feelings of individual
liberty.

5.2.2 Dominant Black-Presenting Voices: Pro-Vaccine and Vaccine
Distrustful. The following two voices in this polyvocal space in-
clude accounts by people who publicly present as Black. The ac-
counts present themselves as Black speakers through a persistent
combination of profile textual information, visual information, and
consistency across their past and present post content beyond what
was captured using the keywords. One voice is of vaccine support;
one is of vaccine distrust. They are both present in the pre-pandemic
discussion but increase dramatically in the peri-pandemic period.
VOICE4. Pro-vaccine speakerswhopublicly identify as Black.
These accounts support COVID-19 vaccines and actively debunk
Tuskegee Syphilis Study misinformation while acknowledging the
justifiable distrust and fear that arise from historic and modern
abuses, including health access issues. Like Voice 3, Voice 4 is heav-
ily supported by medical and scientific experts. It is cohesive in
its argumentation. Some accounts shared original content they
wrote to dispel vaccine myths and clarify the facts of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study, while others retweeted authoritative content from
physicians, scientists, healthcare workers, and other related experts
who shared evidence-based information about COVID-19 and the
vaccines. One of the most amplified tweets in our collection came
from Massachusetts Representative Ayanna Pressley in November
2020:

Black Lives Matter also means: 1) Any vaccine must
have efficacy for those w high blood pressure & dia-
betes 2) Priority distribution to communities hardest
hit by COVID-19 3) A strategy to combat Black Ameri-
cans vaccine fears & skepticism because of the Tuskegee
Experiment etc.

While this tweet served as a discussion point for both pro-vaccine
and vaccine distrust voices, the accounts in this pro-vaccine voice
emphasized the importance of improving vaccine access and com-
pliance to reduce the COVID-19 burden in Black communities. An
additional example includes a tweet from a well-known pediatrician
and public health advocate, Rhea Boyd (@RheaBoydMD), who uses
the vaccine discussion as well as Tuskegee to instead cast a light
on modern medical racism and abuse (March 2021; bolding is our
emphasis):

The truth is, Black people don’t hate vaccines.We
hate exploitation, experimentation and neglect.
Andmany of us need not resurrect the ghosts of Tuskegee
to recall moments in which we’ve endured such abuse.

Unsurprisingly, debunking efforts frequently center on anti-
vaccine mis- and disinformation spread by prominent accounts in
the vaccine-distrust voices. Throughout the pre- and peri-pandemic
periods, accounts drew attention to the overt “whiteness” in the
anti-vaccine movement targeting Black people and the absurdity of
white people using the Tuskegee Syphilis Study as a reason not to
get the vaccine. One account tweeted tongue-in-cheek about how
the impact of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study on a white woman was
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her grandmother not getting milk one day because her milkman
had syphilis.

A prominent and verified account speaks to the genuine concern
of ongoing medical racism. It seeks to debunk the idea that vaccina-
tion and Tuskegee are a part of the same logic and that scaring Black
people away from the vaccine is, in fact, the racist act. Beginning
in late Spring 2021 as vaccines became more available, writer and
media personality, Touré (@Toure), offered multiple expressions of
this argument, with these highlighted examples:

I understand the medical community’s racism has made
many Black people nervous and skeptical. I respect
that. But “Tuskeegee" isn’t relevant here. That was
a small evil study that withheld medicine from a spe-
cific group of Black people. The Covid vax is global
and for everyone.
Black people are catching and dying from Covid more
than other groups. Only someone who hates Black
people would tell Black people to beware the vac-
cine. Anyone who tells you that is either a Klansman
pretending to be Black or a Candance Owens burner
account.

I’m onto y’all— trying to scare Black people away
from the vaccine. In another few years you’ll be
back to scare Black people away from voting. Or
scare them away from home ownership. Or the
stockmarket. Anything that couldhelp themmove
forward.

While this voice existed pre-pandemic in support of vaccines (fre-
quently in conversations and debates with anti-vaccine accounts),
its overall volume—both in the number of accounts and number of
tweets—grew dramatically throughout the pandemic.
VOICE 5: Vaccine distrustful speakers who publicly identify
as Black. This voice is fundamentally concerned with medical
racism and the Tuskegee Syphilis Study as evidence of historical,
long-standing racism and a representative marker of the kind of
medical racism that still happens in less noticeable ways in Black
lives. This concern is the basis for this voice and most Black voices
acting in this space, no matter their vaccine stance.

However, this vaccine distrust voice does something more: some
accounts inaccurately relay the details of the inarguable atrocities of
Tuskegee Syphilis Study in ways that implicate vaccines incorrectly.
The frequentmisrepresentation of the events acts as misinformation
around the vaccines concepts in particular, with the implication
that Black Americans are being experimented upon similarly with
vaccines today. For those who seek improved public health for all,
these perceptions are another tragic consequence of the American
crime of Tuskegee: that an intervention that could protect so many
people—a vaccine—is instead being exploited as a fear.

In the pre-pandemic period, this was the dominant messaging
by this voice. To illustrate, an account in April 2019 told African
families not to take the new malaria vaccine by comparing it to the
Tuskegee “experiment.” As the pandemic drew on, many accounts
likened themedia attention given to viral immunologist and vaccine
designer Kizzmekia Corbett to that of Eunice Rivers, a nurse who
served as the coordinator of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study—both of
whom are Black women. Nurse Rivers is a complicated figure who

invokes intersectional matters of race and class relations; nurse,
gender, and race powerlessness; and medical responsibility [67].
The Tuskegee-COVID-19 link continued in other ways, too: in
December 2020, an account with over 70k followers claimed that
the same people who presided over Tuskegee were orchestrating
the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine. This claim moves
away from reporting misinformation about Tuskegee to an act of
distributing disinformation.

There were other forms of disinformation as well. Some accounts
made links between Tuskegee and eugenics. One account made
religious or mystical connections to the vaccine argument, call-
ing vaccine supporters “Satan’s children,” and inferred that the
six-foot distance recommendation referred to 666, the devil’s num-
ber. Another reported on the artificial inflation of case numbers
in the Black community as a way to force vaccines to recreate a
“Tuskegee 2.0.” Another reported that “saying no” to vaccines was
to honor the Tuskegee study participants. Some accounts suggested
the culpability of the CDC and even the World Health Organization
in Tuskegee, accusing the organizations of a “genocide criminal
record” that rushed the COVID-19 vaccine process. One account
likened the vaccine advocacy efforts in communities of color to
Josef Mengele experimenting on Jews while pretending to fight
antisemitism, claiming that:

“Instead of addressing the root causes of racism, #Jab-
Jihadists in government, media and beyond are appro-
priating the pains of African-Americans to manufac-
ture ’vaccine’ compliance just like they did during the
Tuskegee experiments.”

Voice 5 commits to ensuring that the atrocities of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study are not forgotten. Worrisomely, however, the rea-
soning of this voice aligns to the politically conservative vaccine-
distrusting voice (Voice 1) that does not publicly present as Black.
Voice 1 has highly questionable intent concerning protecting Black
health. Whereas Voice 5 expresses the historical pain and legacy
threat that Tuskegee caused, Voice 1 orients toward current-day
politics about the motivation for hurting Black people.

Voice 2 expresses itself with the truthful experience of medical
racism but in the company of misinformation and some disinforma-
tion. Voice 1 expresses vaccine distrust on behalf of others—Black
Americans—rather than for themselves, which means that incorrect
information from Voice 1 has a quality of being designed to target
with frequency and in relation to modern-day party politics and,
therefore, reads as disinformation. Unfortunately, the messages of
Voice 5 are consonant with Voice 1, even though the subtexts are
different.

5.2.3 Distinctive Variations on Vaccine-Distrustful Voices Who Pub-
licly Identify as Black. The following three voices overlap in their
messaging with Voices 4 and 5, but they speak from positions of
additional political, religious, and historical connections that make
them distinctive.
VOICE6. Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakerswho
make lineage/reparations connections. While this voice has
considerable overlap with Voice 5, there are narrative nuances that
are attributable to concepts related to Black lineage and reparations.
This voice includes accounts that identify with the American De-
scendants of Slavery (ADOS), which focuses on reparations for U.S.
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slavery, and argues for the formation of a racial category that dis-
sociates ADOS from modern Black African immigrants and Black
immigrants from the Caribbean [73]. The voice also includes ac-
counts that associate with Foundational Black Americans (FBA).
Both are centered around lineage and reparations, though ADOS is
a political movement and FBA is not.

One of the most amplified accounts in this voice is Tariq Nasheed
(@tariqnasheed), media personality and founder of FBA, who has
been vocal about his distrust of the COVID-19 vaccines. Nasheed
was the person who first drew the comparison between Kizzmekia
Corbett and Eunice Rivers, to highlight tactics used to gain Black
trust. This illustrates an essential aspect of this voice, which is one
of skepticism about Black Americans participating in the infrastruc-
ture surrounding the COVID-19 vaccines (e.g., scientists, healthcare
workers, government employees). There is emphasis on differently
felt racial experiences among Black Americans.

Nasheed continued to post across the pandemic. In July 2020, he
made the point that unlimited resources were offered for COVID
testing but that the “white powers in control” completely ignored
the enduring request for “reparations, decent employment, decent
education, decent housing, no police killings.“ In December 2020,
he pointed out that “they are using yet another Black, non-FBA
doctor to do the #CovidVaccine experiment on today...Notice no
one has given a SCIENTIFIC reason as to why we are only seeing
Black people injected with this new vaccine.”

Some accounts, like those in other voices, posted disinformation.
In what has become a controversial paper among supporters of
the ADOS movement, Nkonde et al. [57] found that the ADOS net-
work strategically used breaking news events to discourage Black
voters from voting for the Democratic party. The researchers refer
to this phenomenon as disinformation creep, a method of “com-
bining legitimate grievances along with slight factual distortions
and reinterpretations of breaking news events that culminate in a
contradictory worldview, at odds with the interests the worldview
purports to support.” They also report that the ADOS network re-
mained largely silent about the impact of the novel coronavirus
on Black communities, undermining its claims that it works in the
interests of Black Americans.

The atrocity of slavery in the U.S. strongly shaped the views of
this voice. The Tuskegee Syphilis Study was an important reference
point but, more so than Voice 5, it referenced the underlying struc-
tural racism that gave rise to atrocities like Tuskegee—structural
racism that still exists. Like Nkonde et al. [57] found, this voice
combined “legitimate grievances” with “slight factual distortions.”
It is a strong, pained voice, and it is persuasive in both its truths
and untruths.
VOICE 7. Pro-vaccine, Black-presenting speakers whomake
lineage/reparations connections. This voice shares the identi-
ties of Voice 6 but supports vaccination. It is represented by just one
account in our data collection, which publicly debates the safety
of vaccines with Nasheed, a prominent FBA voice. The speaker
captured in our data collection publicly and productively pushes
back against Nasheed in the pre-pandemic period in support of vac-
cines while acknowledging the atrocities of Tuskegee. During the
peri-pandemic period, this account again engages with Nasheed ar-
guing for vaccines while acknowledging that Black Americans, and

particularly American Descendants of Slavery, are, as a group, un-
derrepresented in medical studies and health care provision. Voice
7, like Voice 3 but even more to the point because of the ADOS
identification, is publicly navigating the trauma of the Black experi-
ence so that Black Americans today are not further injured because
of fear of the COVID-19 vaccines.
VOICE8: Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakerswith
Nation of Islam affiliations. This voice expresses many of the
same concerns as Voice 5 but is distinguished by its religious affilia-
tion with the Nation of Islam (NOI) and the specific amplification of
NOI-curated misinformation. Much of the tweet content is sourced
from the NOI website’s own vaccine page, which is riddled with
distorted scientific findings and conspiratorial content suggesting
that U.S. forces planned the pandemic. The page also amplifies anti-
vaccine activists, including Judy Mikovitz, who is known for her
discredited medical claims (including linking the COVID-19 vac-
cine to death and sterilization) and her role in the viral conspiracy
theory Plandemic videos. NOI also collaborates with the Children’s
Health Defense on various anti-vaccine efforts and advocacy aimed
explicitly at Black Americans [17].

During the pandemic, NOI released a brochure endorsed by Louis
Farrakhan, the head of NOI, which lists bona fide historical events
related to medical racism alongside questionable, debunked, and re-
tracted scientific information. It includes the following declaration:

The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan warns the
Black community against taking the COVID-19 Vac-
cine with the U.S. Government’s treacherous history of
experimentation, medications, and vaccines. This publi-
cation provides information, facts, and history to why
we should not take “their vaccine” along with guidance
on how to protect yourself, family, and community.

Remember the vaccine that they gave us for polio that
was cancer itself? So, how in the hell could you trust
them with a vaccine after you know what they have
done and that they are capable of doing it again on
a bigger and broader level? It’s government policy to
reduce the population of the Earth by two to three billion
people...We will not accept your vaccine!

Of note, despite cautioning followers against taking the vaccine,
NOI reinforces the legitimacy of the pandemic, and encourages
other protective measures like mask-wearing, hand-washing, and
social distancing. The focus of this voice is on the dangers of the
vaccine itself, and specifically to Black Americans.

We report on the messages of an account that represents the
total of this voice well. In the pre-pandemic period, this account
said vaccines were being used to gatekeep school enrollment and
mistakenly refers to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study as researchers
advertising treatment for smallpox. Then, early in the pandemic,
the account cautioned that the new virus was designed to help mar-
ket vaccines to ensure that Black people are “sick, dead, or under
their control.” It amplified content from FBA about the tactics of
advertising that a Black woman, Kizzmekia Corbett, helped develop
a COVID-19 vaccine. In August and September 2020, the account
shared content that highlighted how Robert Kennedy, Jr. “exposed
the CDC” about the harmful effects of vaccines on the Black com-
munity. Later, it tweets about using Black people to help push the
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“extermination and depopulation agenda,” and takes up Farrakhan’s
polio and cancer narrative, saying that Black people did not have
cancer before receiving the polio vaccine. Other accounts speaking
with this voice further tie the vaccine campaigns to government
and military efforts. One account tweeted about mass vaccinations
being an effective method for the CIA to kill thousands of people at
the same time. Another account stated that Pfizer and Moderna are
military contractors paid by the Department of Defense to develop
a novel vaccine platform and refers to mass vaccination programs
as providing the Pentagon with “pharmacovigilance surveillance."
Summatively, we think of this voice as speaking from experience
with medical racism, reasoning that medical racism is intentionally
propagated by new government initiatives.
VOICE9: Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakerswho
are politically conservative. This voice is more like Voice 1 than
5. The three voices share the same endgame of COVID-19 vac-
cine rejection, with an expression of distrust in the government
because of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study precedent. Whereas we
discussed Voice 5 as expressing a greater authenticity to the pain
of Tuskegee than Voice 1 did, here we see expressed authenticity
but with specific employment of messages from conservative politi-
cians, media, and figureheads (e.g., Breitbart, FOX News, Dinesh
D’Souza, Bongino Report). Some accounts in this voice also amplify
Russian state media.
VOICE10: Vaccine distrustful, Black-presenting speakerswho
also identify as politically conservative and make lineage/
reparations connections. Only two accounts represent this still
notable voice. Both accounts appear in the peri-pandemic period,
amplifying anti-vaccine content from politically conservative ac-
counts as well as those affiliated with lineage and reparations move-
ments. Their main message is about vaccine distrust and pulls from
sources that, on other issues, are often in strong disagreement. Re-
garding vaccines being about government control and inequity,
particularly in relation to Black Americans, they repeat arguments
that echo both the lineage and reparation distrust voice and the po-
litically conservative distrust voice, both of which express the same
endgame with the COVID-19 vaccine. Though the Twitter posts
occasionally include reparations content, the voice more strongly
reacts to recent events along modern-day party lines.

5.2.4 Voices that Reflect Change in or Confusion about Vaccine
Decisions.
VOICE11: Vaccine distrust to pro-vaccine.This voice expressed
concerns, fears, or distrust in the pre-pandemic or early in the peri-
pandemic period and, over time, expressed pro-vaccine sentiments
or posted about being vaccinated. We did not hear differences in
their decision-making in relation to features of identity.

We offer the journey of one account that illustrates how this
voice develops over time. During the pre-pandemic period, this
account participated in a conversation with multiple prominent
pro-vaccine accounts around the term “anti-vaxxer.” This account
self-identified as an anti-vaxxer, mentioned knowing about the
story of Henrietta Lacks, and hypothesized that altered vaccine
serums might have been a source for the rise in autism cases. Dur-
ing the pandemic, this account said they were apprehensive about
vaccines produced under the Trump administration, but in a later
tweet, said they were considering accepting the Moderna vaccine

as it was developed at Vanderbilt University and funded by Dolly
Parton. As we will see in the next section, the accounts represented
by this voice are “embedded” in the Voice 4 cluster in the network
graphs, suggesting perhaps that credible pro-vaccine information
helped push them from vaccine distrust to support.
VOICE 12:Mixed content.This voice is represented by the expres-
sion of both pro-vaccine and vaccine distrust sentiments without
the linear transition from vaccine distrust to vaccine support and/or
compliance. The mixed content may reflect an account’s indecision,
or perhaps just contrariness. We did not hear differences in their
messaging in relation to features of identity.

An account in our collection tweeted from June 2020 through
January 2021 about the “Tuskegee experiment,” “Big Pharma,” ethnic
cleansing, and biological warfare (including a reference to AIDS
being created in 1976 in Fort Detrick, Maryland). However, in May
2021, they argued (in reply to FBA’s Nasheed) that one is more
likely to die from COVID-19 than the vaccine. They noted that
their whole family is vaccinated without problems but continued
to express apprehension of the vaccine and “vaccine passports.”

Other accounts explained their source of distrust as being due to
the government using the “Tuskegee airmen” and military members
as guinea pigs for spreading syphilis (a misrepresentation of the
study design and participants), testing vaccines in foreign coun-
tries, and knowingly spreading syphilis in Guatemala. The accounts
raised concerns about “forced vaccinations” being similar to the
“Tuskegee experiments,” yet also stated that they do not believe
vaccines are dangerous. An additional account in this voice, tweet-
ing in the pre-pandemic period, criticized the American Medical
Association as the problem and anti-vaxxers as the symptom. In
April 2021, they curiously tweeted that people who have snorted
cocaine in a bathroom should not be worried about the vaccine,
perhaps indicating that they received the vaccine after all.

5.3 Suspicious Accounts
Of the 45 suspicious accounts in our sample, 82% belong to a distrust
voice, 11% belong to a mixed voice, 4% belong to the pro voice,
and 2% belong to the distrust-to-pro voice (Figure 5). If we look at
suspicious accounts based on voices with or without strong identity
features, 60% do not publicly present as Black, while 27% do. There
is precedent for targeted disinformation in this conversation space.
Social media accounts from Russia’s Internet Research Agency
(IRA) masqueraded as a variety of identities, including liberal and
conservative speakers. The IRA agents also used paid advertising
to target Black Americans [23, 39], employing “digital blackface” to
exploit American racial divisions for geopolitical advantage [29].
These “sockpuppet” accounts purport to be American citizens with
strong political interests.

5.4 Voice Connections and Disconnections
We next examine the relationship between the 12 voices through
visual inspection of network graphs. Figure 6 shows all 12 voices
in the pre- and peri-pandemic periods in a network graph, where
the nodes are the accounts and the edges are @mentions (which
include @mentions that are generated by retweets) using the full
contextual streams from October 1, 2018, to May 31, 2021. (Please
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Figure 5: Total number of sampled users, including suspicious accounts, per voice.

see the Method section for further details about how these network
graphs were constructed).

The distinct clustering of colors offers confirmation that the
voices were constructed inductively in a way that matches the
reality of conversational interaction, as the network graphs show
homophily among the voices. Most accounts in each voice are
clustered near each other, and neighboring voices are adjacent.

Voice 4, which is vaccine-supporting and Black-presenting, be-
comes more prominent and more central throughout the space
during the pandemic. This cluster of nodes sits in the tension be-
tween the Black-presenting with vaccine distrust voices (Voices 5,
6, 8-10) and the vaccine distrust with and without political identity
features (Voices 1 & 2). Voice 4 accounts are caught in the middle
of this discussion space, actively dispelling myths and debunking
both distrust voice clusters’ mis- and disinformation.

We note that the distrust-to-pro vaccine speakers (Voice 11; light
orange) and the mixed content speakers (Voice 12; bright orange)
are intermixed throughout the conversational space. A majority
of these sit more centrally with the pro-vaccine, Black-presenting
speakers (Voice 4) in the peri-pandemic period, suggesting that per-
haps there is some influence from exposure to pro-vaccine content.

For Voices 1 and 2, we discover that perhaps their voices are
at least structurally more similar than their identifying features
would suggest. Voice 2 does not bring political, religious, or racial
positioning into discussing their vaccine distrust, whereas Voice
1 does. When we consider the accounts that comprise Voice 2, we
characterize it as a legacy voice—a long-time voice in the anti-
vaccine movement predating the rise of the specific and highly
conservative group that often identifies with the “MAGA” or the
Trump-conservative movement. Voices 1 and 2 may have existed
as a unified voice prior to the Trump era. Together, they seem to
be operating in a similar antagonistic role in the Tuskegee+vaccine

discussion. We say “antagonistic” because it is not clear if the
vaccine-supporting voices would otherwise occupy this space so
strongly—on a topic that is not directly about vaccines—if it were
not for the vaccine distrusting voices.

Next, we further examine the relationships between the distrust-
ing voices. The accounts in Voices 1 and 2 (lime green and dark teal)
have strong ties to the organized anti-vaccine movement known for
racial and religious targeting. The accounts with strong politically
conservative identities often amplify content from political leaders
and figureheads who support policies that further harm communi-
ties of color. Guilbeault et al. [36] suggest that just the knowledge
that a social media post is from someone of a different political
party is often enough to turn an individual off to its message.

As a summarized view, we might think of the Figure 7 peri-
pandemic graph as showing two vaccine distrust “superclusters”
consisting of Voices 1 and 2 and Voices 5, 6, 8, 9, 10. Even though
those voices share a stance on vaccine distrust, the two superclus-
ters are largely distinct in the pre-pandemic period. Of note, the
largest politically-conservative vaccine distrust account positioned
at the boundary between the two superclusters (@Thomas1774Paine)
is a self-described “Nonpartisan Investigative Journalist” with 230k
followers who heavily amplified the Breitbart article responsible
for the final spike in Figure 2. The density of the complete network
graphs makes it challenging to further discern patterns of con-
nection given the scope of this paper; however, we know that the
interactions grew significantly once the pandemic began: the num-
ber of connections between the two distrust superclusters increased
by 84% in the peri-pandemic period.

Voice 5 (light blue), which is vaccine distrusting, Black-presenting
only, sits adjacent to and intermixes with Voices 6 and 8 (Black-
presenting with lineage/reparations and NOI affiliations). Voice 5
has more accounts that interface with the non-Black-presenting
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Figure 6: The 12 Voices in the Pre- (top) and Peri-Pandemic Periods (bottom) using a @Mentions (including @Retweets) net-
work graph. Color assignment matches that of Figure 3 which first described the frequency of tweets by each voice. We label
some of the larger voices and rely on the legend and the body text to resolve the rest of the voices.
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Figure 7: Network graphs of vaccine-distrusting voices (1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) in the Pre- (top) and Peri-Pandemic (bottom) Periods
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anti-vaccine cluster on the left than other Black-presenting vaccine
distrust voices (except for Tariq Nasheed of Voice 6). A Voice 8
account also sits centrally. Voice 5 looks to be interacting with all
of them, perhaps by bridging them or fielding an interesting array
of vaccine distrust statements that are a mix of modern-day party
politics along with long-lived historical political reasoning around
medical racism. Based on the quality of Voice 5, which focused on
the underlying medical racism that supported the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study, we hypothesize that these accounts might be exposed to mes-
sages different from their own and that they are the kind of account
that other distrusting voices want to persuade further. In this way,
they become unknowingly involved in what Starbird et al. [75] de-
scribe as a kind of “collaborative disinformation operation,” where
disinformation is propagated by “orchestrated agents and organic
crowds”...that “take advantage of and resonate with the design of
social media platforms.”

Additionally, this filtered viewmakes the suspicious accounts—the
black color nodes—more prominent. Remember that these behave
in a way that suggests some kind of inauthenticity or “bottiness,”
and 82% of the 45 suspicious accounts were vaccine distrusting,
which is why they are so visible here. They appear throughout the
space creating connections but are more dominantly co-located
with Voices 1 and 2. This location suggests an ability to amplify a
particular kind of anti-vaccine mis- and disinformation.

6 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The concept of “polyvocality” speaks to the many voices that ex-
press different opinions and reasonings about a concern, in this
case, vaccines. Vaccine debate concerning the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study gives rise to confusion as vaccines themselves were never a
part of the study, though medical racism was. The lessons to the
participants of the space are unclear because the arguments about
medical racism are unclear. The intentions of some voices are veiled,
and some even predatory. This advocacy space—for vaccines, for
no vaccines, for Black health, and acknowledgment of the virus but
not of its prevention—is convoluted. From it, we gain some insight
into misinformation and disinformation.

6.1 On the Nature of Disinformation
A Site of Interaction that Allows Intentions to be Deliber-
ately Confused. The invocation of the atrocity of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Study clouds intention because it blurs the ability to un-
derstand another’s reasoning. The truth of the Tuskegee Syphilis
Study is so offensive that it takes a moment to explain that parts of
it are hijacked to tell untruths that cause yet further harm. Speakers
who attempt to correct misinformation can easily be incorrectly
perceived as the ones who deny medical racism. In contrast, those
spreading mis- and disinformation about the event appear to be, on
the surface, fighting medical racism—when the opposite is true.

This research provides important lessons for public health and
advocacy organizations. Medical racism past and present will con-
tinue to haunt public health recommendations, and atrocities such
as the Tuskegee Syphilis Study need to be ongoingly addressed in
public health messaging. Misinformation told as stories is powerful
and challenging to undo, particularly when they invoke legitimate
tragedies. As such, public health communications today must still
address past offenses, even when the events seem to have little

connection to the matter at hand. What we see here is part of the
ongoing tragedy and impact of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study. To
address valid concerns, public health and advocacy groups must
attend to the speakers in local communities—even the speakers who
have the facts wrong. Health communicators and advocates can
look to these amplified voices and conversations to create better,
more specific messaging that attends to the nuances of the concerns
that arise.

Disinformation as an Act of Exploitation. Those who cor-
rect facts about the Tuskegee Syphilis Study so that the histori-
cal event cannot be hijacked to cause further medical harm are
operating in protective roles, and they are predominantly Black-
presenting. Those propagating Tuskegee untruths are both Black-
presenting and non-Black-presenting—but the quality of their ex-
pressed voices reveals that their intentions appear to be alarmingly
different. Black-presenting speakers who claim concern for Black
health but have confused the details of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study
provide reasoning that is not tied to recent politics but rather to
the long-lived experiences and politics of civil rights. The non-
Black-presenting speakers who claim concern about further med-
ical racism with vaccines are not concerned about Black health.
Their arguments are straightforward and are easy to adopt but,
when following their throughline of reasoning across posts, we
discover that it is superficial and tied to highly recent American
politics.

This latter group is further exploiting the Tuskegee atrocity. Even
more, such speakers are exploiting the Tuskegee atrocity to ad-
vocate for an issue that they themselves might not feel strongly
about in “real life” (vaccine noncompliance). The disinforming act,
then, is “purposively” designed [8] to deliberately target people, not
necessarily to target an issue. We might say that Black-presenting
speakers who write from a position of the long-lived politics of civil
rights are making incorrect use of the Tuskegee atrocity to target
an issue–that of medical racism—but not to target specific people.

Disinformation as a Foreground/Background Trick. This
is what disinformation is: it ostensibly speaks to one foregrounded
issue but cleverly keeps its consumers blind to the real agenda,
which lurks in the background and often requires the ability to read
longitudinally and across the multiplicity of voices to detect—what
we call polyvocal readership and discuss below. The foregrounded
topic is a masquerade and wastes the labor of its defenders who
attempt to dispute, dispel, educate. We know this is true with the
topic of vaccines, as there are plenty of other aspects of medical
racism that persist and are signaled directly by the lessons of the
Tuskegee Syphilis Study. Yet, instead of addressing topics of equity
or access—real problems affecting vaccine compliance in commu-
nities of color—anti-vaccine activists co-opt medical racism for
political purposes and deny the value of vaccines altogether.

6.2 On Technological Responsibility
SocialMedia PlatformsValidateAll Voices.The emergent voices
in this space around what is otherwise a binary choice of vaccine
compliance are what invoked Bakhtin’s writings on polyphony,
which come from multiple voices or polyvocality [2]. For Bakhtin,
the imaginary was a move beyond monophony—single author-
ship—to create dialogic experiences in which other views can be
expressed. It was a perspective to decenter authorship [26] by
enabling a “plurality of independent and unmerged voices and
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consciousnesses.” When he was writing of this mid-century, one
wonders—if he could have imagined today’s Twitter—if other more
productive paths could have decentered the single, unquestioned
voice. Perhaps we find a thread to pull when Bakhtin spoke of attain-
ing “a genuine polyphony of fully valid voices” [2]. Here, we might
question what or who renders a voice valid, and if this is where
the polyvocal space gives way to a convolution of intentions and
argument. Twitter as a platform is the de facto proxy for validity. If
an account can be created, Twitter automatically deems the voice
with which it speaks to be valid. In fact, social media platforms
presume validity; invalidity must be proven (and it is a challenging
case to make). It is technology as authority. A single author may
no longer be at the center of things—instead, the platform is. In the
early days of social media, one hope was that the crowd could be
self-correcting [54, 62] or that unimpressive follower count would
mean a voice could be effectively discounted or ignored. What that
missed were the entanglements of the foreground/background trick
and the willingness of people to exploit vulnerabilities.

We see some attempts for Twitter to push back on health misin-
formation. In March 2021, it instituted a practice of labeling COVID-
19 health misinformation [80]. More recently, it launched a report-
ing feature that institutes violations related to “False or misleading
information about the efficacy and/or safety of preventative mea-
sures, treatments, or other precautions to mitigate or treat the
disease” [80]. Policies like these help, but more powerful would be
solutions that would make social media feature sets less sparse so
as to make impersonation more difficult.

Usability FavorsDisinformingVoices.What Twitter has done
is make a platform so easy to join, so inviting to enter text, so simple
to publish and scroll, that the interface hardly seems to be there
at all. There are no obstacles to proving that one is who one is, or
indeed, is even human. It is so easy and fast to use that even humans
can appear to be behaviorally like bots! The curse of usability, in
this case, is that whatever is behind an account is unknown, not
just because the platform decided to stay largely blind to that, but
also because the interaction with its features leaves little trace of
who or what was there and for how long. Through close reading
and extended research like that done in this study—over hundreds
or thousands of hours—readership of a polyvocal space can be ret-
rospectively achieved, and we can see the voices for what they
are.

PolyvocalAuthorshipDemandsPolyvocalReadership.We
can take up where Bakhtin left off: for there to be polyvocal author-
ship, there also needs to be support for polyvocal readership—the
capacity to read high degrees of polyvocality. Even if we can hold
tech companies accountable for granting validity far too liberally,
unquestioned readership also renders judgment on validity. This
is already a problem because readers of social media generally do
not have sufficient context about a speaker and their prior actions
to read critically and with speed in such a sparse, fast-moving en-
vironment. At the moment, for there to be reciprocal readership
to authorship in a polyvocal space, then we must have armies of
people—or armies of machines, or both—to respond to the world’s
chatter. Polyvocality does not scale in relation to capacities for
readership.

Platforms have been designed for polyvocality and should now
be obligated to design for polyvocal readership.We propose that one

solution is to make the world’s technical stages a little harder to use.
Building in design frictions is a way of making users more aware
of the tasks they are about to engage in [28] and has particular
relevance here with Korn and Voida’s conceptualization of enabling
moments of contestation in civic engagement [47]. But perhaps the
obligation of who should feel the weight of the design friction is
not the users but the platform corporations themselves.

We need to think about the usability of highly interactive plat-
forms differently—the usability requirements are not meaningfully
about button sizes and icon legibility, but about how an account
behaves across information spaces: What is its story arc? What
does it bring to the table? How patient is it? How angry? How
interactive? To whom does it listen? Why shouldn’t we as easily
know this when reading posts as we can create a brand new account
at the quick push of a button?

In this way, polyvocal readership does not just describe the num-
ber of listeners or listening agents to be equal or greater in number
to the number of voices, though enabling this kind of augmented
listening is an important direction, too. Polyvocal readership is
also about providing readers with contextual information layered
on to the surrounding circumstances of a posts that are so easily
cast off—this is the kind of context a researcher-reader achieves
only after painstaking reading of carefully collected monologues,
profiles, and more.

The Constructed Discussion “Site” as Unit of Analysis for
Monitoring. If the response to the convolutions of polyvocality is
polyvocal readership, we are faced with asking what the crowd, the
machines, and policies that govern machines can do about exploita-
tive distortions of truth. A prevailing goal is to target those who
target vulnerable people and populations at all costs. A last lesson
from this work is that the construction of the discussion “site” has
analytical value. We discovered the Tuskegee+vaccine discussion
site in our early exploratory analysis when its activity dramatically
increased. Automated interceptions, detections, and remedies that
operate at the level of a newly appearing “site” combined with
current practices of machine monitoring of “source,” volatile terms,
and emergent hashtags could lend analytical power to find and
quickly squelch racist and other predatory behavior.

7 LIMITATIONS
This research discovered and studied a site of interaction con-
structed from terms that social media posters used to address issues
of medical racism in relation to COVID-19 vaccines. We consider
the site to be important on its own, but one that also offers an acute
focus on this issue that might be hard to create elsewhere because
topics of medical racism are often present but elusive. The findings
from studying this site can be used to inform understanding of
medical racism discourse that can be found elsewhere, including
how mis- and disinforming behaviors turn on it. The findings are
not intended to describe how much medical racism is discussed in
relation to COVID-19 vaccines on Twitter or elsewhere.

8 CONCLUSION
Disinformation is not just a collection of single pieces of incor-
rect information; its production is wrapped up in positionality
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and intention to attack in uncertain situations. Sophisticated dis-
information efforts exploit by co-opting elements from unrelated
collective movements and destabilizing logics. From this study, we
learn about an extended effort to co-opt significant history—that of
the Tuskegee Syphilis Study— retold and released to an audience
in an arena where mistrust abounds. Polyvocality describes this
mixed space of positions, agendas, and their resulting logics. A re-
sponse is required to sort out expressions of genuine truth-seeking,
misconceptions, and deep-seated fears from their simulacra that in-
termingle with the truth to undermine efforts to reduce uncertainty,
improve public health, and raise awareness of ongoing matters of
medical racism. Ease of platform use favors the ability to disinform.
Human and machine methods of removing acts of disinformation
and repeated acts of misinformation are required, but so too are
features, tools, visualizations, and policies that augment the hu-
man experience and enable “polyvocal readership” of the mix of
valid, questionable, and predatory voices that coexist in emergent
discussion spaces
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